de Gruyter Studies in Organization
International Management, Organization and Policy Analysis

An international and interdisciplinary book series from de Gruyter presenting comprehensive research on aspects of international management, organization studies and comparative public policy. It covers cross-cultural and cross-national studies of topics such as:

- management; organizations; public policy, and/or their inter-relation
- industry and regulatory policies
- business-government relations
- international organizations
- comparative institutional frameworks.

While each book in the series ideally has a comparative empirical focus, specific national studies of a general theoretical, substantive or regional interest which relate to the development of cross-cultural and comparative theory are also encouraged. The series is designed to stimulate and encourage the exchange of ideas across linguistic, national and cultural traditions of analysis, between academic researchers, practitioners and policy makers, and between disciplinary specialisms. The volumes present theoretical work, empirical studies, translations and 'state-of-the-art' surveys. The international aspects of the series are uppermost: there is a strong commitment to work which crosses and opens boundaries.
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